Dean is a junior. His favorite classes are English, Science, and Spanish. His favorite extracurricular activities are the Filipino Club, which he’s the president of, and Badminton. His favorite food is adobo. In the future, Dean wants to go to Stanford and UC Santa Cruz to become a registered nurse. Mr. Filerman is a WHS teacher who inspires his academic success because Dean says, “He’s very outgoing and energetic and his humor always makes class more fun.” Of the “8 Conditions,” Dean’s favorite is Fun & Excitement because he likes being the funniest person in class and making people laugh. Mr. Filerman says, “Dean exemplifies Belonging, Leadership & Responsibility, and Confidence to Take Action. Dean is always asking his fellow classmates (both as a TA and as a student) how he can help them. Dean consistently volunteers in class and models what great student behavior and work looks like to his peers. Dean supplies feedback to his peers and to me in a respectful and mature manner when he wants to see a change or sees an opportunity to make things work better in the classroom.”